NFL PLAYOFF FOOTBALL
IS BACK, AND WE’RE
GONNA GET IN TROUBLE
TRASH TALK
It has been a hell of a fun first few months
week of 2021. So, with no further adieu, lets
get to the ball. A nearly unprecedented SIX
games in one weekend (there was that one weird
strike season, which doesn’t really count). And,
there really are no bad matchups on tap. Away we
go!
First up is Indiana at Buffalo. The Colts seem a
better team than their 11-5 record, and Phil
Rivers can still chuck the ball. They have
weapons on both offense and defense. But, dang,
the Bills have looked like a serious Super Bowl
contender all year. And, while Rodgers may be
the MVP of the league, to my eye, Josh Allen was
pretty close. The Bills are at home for a rabid
and great fan base that has been dying for this
since the mid-90’s. And the Wagon Circlers have
weapons too, including Stephon Diggs, arguably
the leagues best receiver this year, a fair, if
not great, running game and a very good defense.
Expect the Colts to be good, but the Bills to
win. And that would be a very good thing for the
City of Buffalo and their long suffering
excellent fans.
Second up for Saturday is LA Rams at Seattle
Squawks. This is a harder call. Rams first
string QB Jared Goff is “questionable”, but
expected to play (but for how long with a
recently broken thumb on his throwing hand?).
Jamal Adams, the Seahawks safety that is one of
the best is in the same boat. It is not the same
without the 12th Man fans in Seattle, but,
despite a rough patch, the Squawks seem to be
gelling. And then there is those Russell Wilson
and DJ Metcalfe dudes. They are pretty good.
Seattle wins.

The Saturday Night Game is Tampa at the
Washington Football Team. WFT is on the clear
rise under Riverboat Ron Rivera, they are better
than you think, and on both sides of the ball.
Young Chase Young and the superb DC D-Line are
going to try to spook and hurry the old man
Brady. The rest of the WFT defense is really
good as well. But this is the first time Brady
has been defended this way, and Tampa has a very
talented defense as well. All pro receiver Mike
Evans is nicked up, but will play, as will
Ronald Jones. WFT is nicked up, but the most
relevant one is QB Alex Smith. His entrance
turned their moribund season around after Dwayne
Haskins. If Smith can play, and play well, this
could be an upset. Not gonna bet that, but that
may be the X factor. Still will take the old man
and the Bucs.
Okay, and here we go with the Sunday games.
First up Sunday is Baltimore at Tennessee. I
have no real idea what to make of this one.
Tennessee is good, and made it to the AFC finals
last year. They have Derrick Henry, and that is
one powerful weapon. But the Ravens have been
rushing the heck out of the ball over the last
five games. Sure, there is Lamar Jackson, but it
is more than that. By a tiny margin, think the
Ravens are better on D, but only a tiny amount.
Am still inclined to go with the Titans at home.
Second comes Bears at Saints. This, on paper, is
the least interesting game of the weekend. It is
probably Drew Brees’ last year. The Aints are at
home in the Dome. Nawlins will, apparently have
both Michael Thomas and Alvin Kamara on the
field. Sorry, not sure how the Bears and
Trubisky have a real shot here.
Lastly, Brownies at Steelers. For a short
period, it really looked like Pittsburgh was in
the doldrums and Cleveland would do the
unthinkable and take the division championship.
But the Steelers righted the ship and won out
over Cleveland for the title. Nick Chubb and
Baker Mayfield (watch out for Mayfield on play
action, he is really good) are maturing and

growing quite nicely. And the Cleveland defense
is pretty good. But this is still the Stillers,
and the Browns will be without head coach and
chief play caller Kevin Stefanski because of
Covid. That seems rough. Have to take Big Ben
and Pittsburgh at home, but this could be a
great game.
A lot of people are saying they want a
revolution. John, Paul, George and Ring have one
for you. Rock it up.

